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From an Homo 
Sapiens to Homo 

Genius

The capability of 
conceptualizing is essential 

for human beings as it makes 
us different from any other 

species in our planet

Conceptual Modeling for a Better Life
Conceptual Modeling for Understanding Life

I have had a dream…

A world plenty of Conceptual 
Modelers

Passion for Conceptual 
Modeling!!!
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Goals of the Keynote

 to discuss the notion and the scope of CM
 to analyze how CM can help us  to 

unders tand the world that comes (within 
what we could call a "social perspective")
 to analyze how CM can open promis ing 

and challenging scenarios  in the domain 
of the genome unders tanding (a more 
“biological-oriented” perspective)
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PREFACE

 What are the main inhibitors of modelling in
practice?

 What could be done to improve the popularity of
conceptual modelling in practice?

 What lessons did you learn from teaching conceptual
modelling?
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PREFACE

 What is an especially promis ing research direction in
conceptual modelling?

 What is /should be the role of conceptual modelling in
the digital transformation?

 What are especially promis ing areas of us ing models
at runtime?
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What are the main inhibitors of modelling in 
practice (I)?

 Software Engineering is not really recognized in
practice as a true engineering.

 More as a handicrafts -centered activity

 Strong dependence on skilled programmers
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What are the main inhibitors of modelling in 
practice (II)?

 Lack of a conceptual modeling perspective: product
focus ins tead of process focus

 Conceptual Modeling on the top of Programming
should be the bas ic topic in SE teaching

 Lack of a universal, widely-based, ontologically-
supported definition
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What could be done to improve the 
popularity of CM in practice?

 Conceptual Programming (CP)-based tools

 Assess flexibility, efficiency and effectiveness of
those CP-based tools

 Emphas izing the relevance of CM in Software
Engineering teaching



What lessons did you learn from teaching 
conceptual modelling?

 Big difference in CM abilities among students

 Or more precisely…lack of CM abilities !

 Should a Software Engineer be graduated without
assess ing a solid CM ability?
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What is an especially promising research 
direction in CM?

 Conceptual Modeling of Life

 The role of CM to guide/lead the digital
transformation of our society

 From an Homo Sapiens to an "Homo Genius"
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What are especially promising areas of using 
models at runtime?

 Big Data is not Schemaless!

 Conceptual Modeling of the human genome and
Precis ion Medicine implications

 Efficient and flexible Enterprise Modeling

 Full conceptual alignment between enterprise
models and software application

 From Requirements to Code
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Models, Models, Models…

Sorry!

CONCEPTUAL MODELS, CONCEPTUAL MODELS, 
CONCEPTUAL MODELS….!!!
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AGENDA

1. What is  a Conceptual Model? 

2. Conceptual Modeling of Life: the Social Perspective

3. Conceptual Modeling of Life: the Biological 
Perspective

4. Why “beyond the Homo Sapiens”?

5. Clinical Applications: Precision Medicine (PM)

6. Conclusions
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What is a Conceptual Model?

A s implification of a sys tem built with an 
intended goal in mind An abstraction of a system to reason 

about it (either a physical system or a 
real or language-based system)

A description of specification of a 
system and its  environment for some 
certain purpose

One main conclus ion that we can reach 
is  that the distinction between "model" 
and "conceptual model" is  not always  as  
precise at it should be. 



What is a Conceptual Model?

While much has  already been written on this  
topic, there is  however neither precise 
description about what we do when we 

model, nor rigorous  description about of the 
relations  among modeling artifacts  (Muller 2009)
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Nobody can just define what a model 
is , and expect that other people will 
accept this  definition: endless  
discuss ions  have proven that there is  
no consistent problem understanding 
of models  (Ludewig, 2003)



What is a Conceptual Model?

 Back to the conceptualization human 
capability, we can see a CM as  the result 
of making explicit a conceptualization 
process  applied to a part of the world 
considered relevant for the conceptual 
modeler purpose
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A “CS/IS” perspective

 The connection between the conceptual 
model and the corresponding software 
product that materializes  it
 The CM is the code
 MDD / Conceptual Programming / CS-

Centric Software Development / XNP…
 Conceptual Modeling is programming
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The CM discipline (Mylopoulos, 1992)

 The activity of formally describing some aspects  of the 
physical and social world around us  for purposes  of 
unders tanding and communication. Conceptual 
modelling supports  s tructuring and inferential facilities  
that are psychologically grounded. After all, the 
descriptions  that arise from conceptual modelling 
activities  are intended to be used by humans , not 
machines ... The adequacy of a conceptual modelling 
notation res ts  on its  contribution to the construction of 
models  of reality that promote a common unders tanding 
of that reality among their human users ..."
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CM (Thalheim, 2011)

 CM is  a widely applied practice and has  led to a large 
body of knowledge on cons tructs  that might be 
used for modeling and on methods  that might be 
useful for modeling.  Modeling is  ruled by its  
purpose, e.g., cons truction of a sys tem, s imulation of 
real-world s ituations , theory construction, explanation of 
phenomena, or documentation of an exis ting sys tem.  
Modeling is  also an engineering activity with 
engineering s teps  and engineering results .

 Conceptual models  are models  that incorporate 
concepts  or conceptions
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CM (Olivé 2007)

 CM refers to the activity that elicits and 
describes  the general knowledge a particular 
information sys tem needs  to know. Its  main 
objective is  to obtain that description, which is  
called a conceptual schema.

 Conceptual schemas  are written in languages  
called conceptual modeling languages . 

 CM is  an important part of RE, the firs t and most 
important phase in the development of an IS 
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The Ontological Perspective

 If behind a CM there is  a conceptualization 
process , the ontological perspective becomes  a 
firs t-order issue to unders tand what CM is . 

 In IS, ontologies  are the bas is  for creating 
conceptual schemas , and the languages  in 
which they are written are called conceptual 
modeling languages .

 This  perspective provides  a solid bas is  to link 
ontologies  and CM, through the use of a 
foundational ontology
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Ontology-driven CM…

 …to characterize the different sets  of 
meta-ontological choices  that can produce 
different types  of conceptual models
 …to unders tand what methaphysical

choices  are taken when a given 
foundational ontology is  proposed (as  
these choices  characterize the type of CMs 
that can be generated)
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Dimensions to classify types of 
conceptualizatons

 Realism vs idealism
 Endurantism vs perdurantism
 Physical vs  abs tract objects
 Higher order types
 Poss ible worlds
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 The application of meta-ontology to CM 
and IS development is  s till relatively 
underexplored, with a scarce literature.
 Useful to conduct comparative analys is  of 

two or more FOs (and their subsequent 
CM languages).
– to make explicit their theoretical differences , 
– to unders tand the different express iveness  of 

the resultant conceptual models  
– to inves tigate the implications  of such differ-

rences on CM within IS development.
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Required further work, already in progress…

 … to provide a precise view on what CM is
– Ontologically-supported
– Conforming a widely accepted body of 

kwnowledge, ER/CM leaded

 Word in progress by
– Delcambre
– Storey, Liddle, Pas tor
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 Assuming that our capability of 
conceptualizing is  essential as  it makes  us  
-humans- different from any other species  
in our planet…

 How can conceptual modeling help us  to 
unders tand and to improve the world that 
comes? 
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CM of Life: the Social Perspective



In a world heavily influenced by “doers”, just 
doing something without unders tanding 

with a sound conceptual bas is  why to do it 
and how to do it better, appears  to be too 

often the selected approach
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A world of conceptual modelers

 What if sound CM-based were applied to
firs t unders tand, later solve through a 
reasoned, conceptual agreement “big
problems” as?
– A CM of the European Union
– Is Brexit good or bad?
– Clinton vs  Trump?
– Should Scotland / Catalonia… become

independents?
– What is behind the social dis tortion and 

alineation of a suicide terroris t? 
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Basic issues that create the context for the 
new world to come… 

 Hyperconnectity
 Technological acceleration
 Rais ing of world-wide emerging citizens , 

coming potentially from any country of the 
world and ready to consume and compete
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Conceptual Modelers  should act as  
the knowledge architects  of relevant 
data and information generated by 

this  hyperconnected world, 
composed by las t-generation 

technologies  in continuous  evolution 
and reached by virtually all the 

human population. 



 A sound process of conceptualization should 
identify the bas ic issues  that lead the change,
– to unders tand how they affect the current social 

context and…
– to develop s trategies  to implement an accurate 

transformation

 CM should provide a solid bas is  to discuss  
and materialize the opportunities  demanded 
by this  new world that is  coming. 
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The CM role….

 Need of strong conceptual support for 
essential concepts  as  context, adaptability, 
decis ion, luck, user experience, 
satis faction, sus tainability… 

 Educating CM skills : a challenge to form 
citizens  whose capabilities  go beyond the 
Homo Sapiens  traditional behavior
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CM for different types of knowledge

 Known knowns: express ible, articulated and 
relevant.

 Known unknowns: not express ible or articulated, 
but access ible and potentially relevant.

 Unknown knowns: potentially access ible but not 
articulated.

 Unknown unknowns: not express ible, articulated 
or access ible but s till potentially relevant.
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CM of Life: the Biological Perspective

 And now, let’s move to the biological 
perspective of the conceptual modeling of 
life…
1. Experience in CM: the “move” to the Genome 

Unders tanding
2. CM of the Human Genome
3. Bio-implications  and applications  to the 

Medicine of Precis ion
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…Experience in Conceptual Modeling

 We have been building
– Traditional Information Systems
– Web-based Information Systems
– SOA-based systems
– Pervasive Systems

 …but, what is next?
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The OO-Method Approach
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Problem Space
Level

Solution Space
Level

Automated Translation

Requirements Model
(Use Cases, Sequence Diagram, etc.)

Obtain

Functional Model
Uses

Conceptual Model

Repository

Formal Specification

Object Model

Dynamic Model
Presentation Model

Navigational Model

Organizational Models

Persistence Tier (SQL Server, ORACLE)

Application Tier (COM+, EJB)

Interface Tier (Visual Environments, Web, XML)

Empiricism (ESE)

Obtain



 We try to clarify our software development process

 Also, some gaps are being filled: an Interaction
Requirements Model is being proposed, based on
user-interface sketches that are supported a forest
of task trees (ConcurTaskTrees notation)
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The OO-Method Approach

Start

End

Activity

Precedence

Alternative

Produce /
Consume

Product

LEGEND

REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION

SOURCE CODE
INTERFACE LAYER

BUSINESS LAYER

PERSISTENCE LAYER

FUNCTIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

ELICITATION

FUNCTIONAL 
REQUIREMENTS MODEL

MISSION STATEMENT

FUNCTION REFIN. TREE

USE- CASE MODEL

INTERACTION 
REQUIREMENTS 

ELICITATION

INTERACTION 
REQUIREMENTS MODEL

U.I. SKETCH

CONCUR TASK TREES

CONCEPTUAL MODEL
OBJECT MODEL

DYNAMIC MODEL

FUNCTIONAL MODEL

PRESENTATION MODEL

SYSTEM 
ANALYSIS MODEL 

COMPILATION



The Dream… (from Nicola Guerino, 2008)

An ontology-driven conceptual modeling
system conceived as an extens ion of current
tools such as IntegraNova, extended with

– ontological competence
– linguis tic (terminological) competence
– capability to reason and criticize the

des igner’s choice
– with reusability and unders tandability in mind.
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Which is the most complex system you can 
imagine?

 Aircraft control?

 Weather prediction?

 Digital TV?

 Videogames?

 Web n.0 socio-geographical 

mashups?
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Which is the most complex system you can 
imagine?

 Discussion started…
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We found it

 Maybe, the answer is  not so far from you…

 …it is you!!
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A parallelism

“A living organism is a computer or machine made up 
of genetic circuits in which DNA is the software that 
can be hacked." — Drew Endy, MIT 
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Modeling Life

 Synthetic Biology can create new forms of life from 
scratch
o A microbe that would help in fuel production
o Biological films as a basis of new forms of lithography for 

assembling circuits
o Cell division inhibitors to prevent cancer
o Re-designed seeds that the tree is programmed to grow 

into a house
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…but, how is  this  “software” developed?



Modeling Life

“Using a laptop computer, published gene sequence 
information and mail-order synthetic DNA, just about 
anyone has the potential to construct genes or entire 
genomes from scratch." — Drew Endy, MIT 
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What would distinguish Homo Genius from Homo Sapiens?

The capability to understand and manipulate the Genome

Modeling Life
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Who are we?
How to prevent diseases?

Why are we as  we are?

¿    ?

Modeling Life
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First step: Assembling

 First abstraction step
o Standard Biological Parts
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One step further: Modeling

 Conceptual models are needed for a sys tematic
development of biological sys tems
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From Genome To Reality
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00010011 00000111 00000011 00001000 Physical Level

ADD $7 $3 $8

Semantics: Add the values from the processor  
registers ‘3’ and store the result in the register ‘8’

Instruction Level

Representation 
Level

3 + 4 = 7



From Genome To Reality
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AUG GAA CAC GAC GAG UAA Physical Level

START STOPGlu GluHis Asp

Semantics: Process a protein with the four 
selected aminoacids

Instruction Level

Representation 
Level

You have 
blue eyes
However, 

¿Why?



The Genome Project
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Next Generation
Sequencing

BIOINFORMATICS ECGHGenetic Sample

Quality Secuencies

Solid2Fastq, Groomer, 
4542Fastq, SeqTK 

FASTQ

BWA, BowTie, Blat

Al ignment

SAM,
BAM

Il lumina

454 (Roche)

SOLiD (Life Tech)

TECHNOLOGIES

SNPs Call

SAMTools, VCFTools

VCF

Design of Genomic
Information Systems



The Genomic Data Chaos
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Data Quality Errors in Genomic Databases
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Manual Methods of data analysis
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Navigation through 
hyperlinks

No explicit 
methods

Human 
error

Tedious and 
repetitive



Data Quality Errors in Genomic Databases
(Accuracy)
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 Mostly found in primary databases (unreviewed data
warehouses).

 SwissProt takes information from TrEMBL and when
it is reviewed by experts any sequence conflict is
annotated.

 Conflict annotations in the Human dataset: ~87%
o Sequence conflicts : ~54%
o Errors in sequence initiation: ~23%
o Other errors : ~23%



Data Quality Errors in Genomic Databases
(Consistency)
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 Genomic databases are very diverse, making
integration a laborious process .

 Clas ification of variations attending to the type:
o Ensembl: 21 variation types .
o dbSNP: 8 variation types .
o UCSC: 3 variation types .

 Variation type name:
o Ensembl: “Insertion”, “Deletion” and “Substitution”.
o dbSNP: “DIV”
o UCSC: “I”, “D” and “S”
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ClinVar Variant Interpretation Comparison

11% (12,895/118,169) of variants
have ≥ 2 submitters in ClinVar

17% (2,229/12,895) are 
interpreted differently

NEJM May 27th, 2015
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Motivation
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Motivation
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Data, information or knowledge?
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Information

Knowledge

Data

Genetic
data 

company
(Sema4)

Genetic
testing

company

Genetic
testing

company

Genetic
testing

company

Genetic
testing

company

Genetic
testing

company

Private 
database

Private 
database

Private 
database Private 

database

Private 
database

Precision 
medicine

Public database

Non-profit research
(pharmaceutical

companies for a fee)



Dealing with genomic’s Big Data
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Medical data is expected to double every 73 days by 
2020:

 How to clean, normalize, and manage large 
datasets?

 How to look for algorithmically interes ting 
patterns?

 How to s tructure data that is  uns tructured? 

Possible
treatment
optionsPatient’s

information

Variations in 
human

genome

Journal
articles

Treatment
guidelines

Research

Clinical
studies

• Data scientists

• Software engineers

• Bioinformaticians

• Computational 

biologists

• Research scientists

An
interdisciplinary

team of

• Genomics

• Computational biology

• Systems biology

By means of

• Molecular diagnosis 

improvement

• Better treatment choice

Allow

Tempus
(from structured data)

IBM’s Watson
(from unstructured data)

Able to read scientific literature and 
interpret scans.

Tested at North Carolina Cancer
Hospital:
 99% cases prescribed treatment

within Watson’s options
 30% cases new treatment options

not considered
 Timeline reduced from weeks to

minutes!



Dealing with genomic’s Big Data
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What if no biological data was
needed at all?

What
makes a 

cell
behave
how it
does?

Which
organ
does it
form?

Cell-
based

therapies

Human Cell Atlas project

35 bil l ion cells, 300 major types, many
more subtypes

ALMOST THE SAME GENOME!

Pancreatic
adenocarcinoma

Back pain

Abdominal 
discomfort

Unexplained
loss of 
weight

Light-
colored
stools

Search logs as sensor!



Sharing variants
Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS)  variant nomenclature format:

Examples  of ambiguities  and problems:
– Many notations  for the same variant

– Software ignoring the guidelines

– Discrepancies  turn into bugs

Different representations
are sometimes possible

Automatically matching variations 
against a database may not be trivial

<sequence file identifier>:<type of reference sequence>.<position><change>

g.2_3delinsTT/ g.2_3inv 

GRCh37 (3,137,144,693bp) GRCh38 (3,238,442,024bp )



The short-time future
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 The problem is getting worse!!!!!

 The DNA Sequencing hardware is evolving dramatically

 In next years , we will be able to sequence a complete human
genome fas ter and cheaper

2003 2006 2016

Technology Sanger Next generation Next generation

Cost $3 bil l ion $100000 $1000 / $6500

Duration 13 years 3 months 3 days / 26h
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To improve our DNA variation
knowledge and variant

classification consistency, a 
massive effort in data sharing

will be required.
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The genomic community needs
to come together and develop
its own standards to ensure

safe and effective use of genetic
and genomic medicine.
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Connecting Data in the Big Data World
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Aggregating Variant Interpretations in ClinVar
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Supporting a Curation Environment for both
Crowd-Sourcing and Expert Consensus



Genome Conceptual Modeling
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• Variation
• Gene
• Pathway
• Treatment
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1
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-id_variación 
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-base_de_datos
-id_variación_bd
-relevancia_clínica

Variación

* *

1*

1
*

-nombre
-dosis
-frecuencia

Tratamiento

1 *

• Variation
• Gene
• Pathway

Same pathway!! 

= 
Same treatment



• Protein Variation
• Variation
• Gene
• Pathway
• Treatment

• p.Glu1038Ala
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Affects
same pathway!! 

= 
Same treatment• c.256A> G

• SNAP23
• Exocytos is
• Herceptin



Fusion partners References
(PMID)

NF1:NF1

11748857 
15103551 
7485153
9169039

KMT2A:FRYL
16061630 
17854671 
18195096

PAFAH1B2:FOXR1 21860421
NBPF1:ASIC2 18493581

TERT:ALK 25485619

KMT2A:FOXR1 21860421

Neuroblastoma gene 
rearrangements

Fusion partners References
(PMID) Treatment

TMPRSS2:ERG
16820092 
16951141 
17043636

-

MAP4K4:RRBP1 25204415 -

TPM3:NTRK1 10074915 
10646882 -

EML4:ALK

22707299 
22919003 
22954507 
22975805 
23060067
23264847

Crizotinib

CAMKK2:KDM2B 25204415 -

Adenocarcinoma gene 
rearrangements

What if cr izotinib were also useful in 
neuroblastoma?
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SEQUENCING
PIPELINE

BIG
 
DATA

 



Variation Analysis Process
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The Input of the process is a DNA 
sample from a sequencing machine 
and an allelic reference sequence.

An alignment is performed using
the BLAST tool.

Each discovered difference is
formalized as  an instance of the
variation entity. Then, a 
summarized report is generated.



Variation Analysis Process
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Found Variations are searched in a 
database conforming to the genome 
conceptual model.

Known variations  are class ified into 
a specific type of sequence change 
(Insertion, Deletion, SNP, Indel). 

Unknown variations  are class ified 
as  non-s ilent if the variation 
produces  an effect in the expected 
gene product .



Variation Analysis Process
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In order to assess the 
phenotype of an specific 
variation, a research 
publication is  required.

The conceptual model 
describes  the bibliographical 
reference that supports  the 
phenotype of a variation.

Variations with a pathogenic phenotype 
are class ified as  mutations

Finally, the information is  gathered in a 
report to support the clinical diagnosis
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BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

Vemurafenib

Melanoma Colorectal cancer

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

BRAF
V600E

Signaling pathways  may be 
important in cancer

Genetic testing 
company 

(integrating sequencing, 
express ion and proteomic 

data)

Breas t
cancer
profile

1

Breas t
cancer
profile

2

Breas t
cancer
profile

3

Breas t
cancer
profile

5

Breast cancer 
screening program

Clinical
trial 1

Clinical
trial 2

Clinical
trial 3

Clinical
trial 4

Let’s  hope we are never in that 
s ituation but… do you like wine?

Genetic profile 1 Genetic profile 2

Usually works though…
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Usually works though…

Exome-wide
association study

Rare variant in 
TM2D3 enriched

in Icelandics

Validation in 
Icelandic

population
Gene function
identification

Research in model
organisms

Mutation in fly
homologe gene can 

be rescued by
human TM2D3

249 individuals
with

fibromuscilar
displasia

689 unaffected
controls

13 genes for
further study

402 affected
individuals

402 affected
individuals

Intron variant associated with
fibromuscular dysplasia which
can alter the gene’s expression



 With Conceptual Models targeted at digital elements,
we can improve Information Systems Development

 With Conceptual Models targeted at life we can
directly improve our living
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Conclusions

 A world plenty of conceptual modelers
making true a “from Homo Sapiens  to 
Homo Genius” evolution in two main
directions:
– Unders tanding and leading the human 

adaptation to “the world to come” (social 
perspective)

– Unders tanding life through genome
unders tanding and management (the
“biological perspective”
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